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ABSTRACT 

Learning sciences needs quantitative methods for comparing 

alternative theories of what students are learning. This study 

investigated the accuracy of a learning map and its utility to 

predict student responses. Our data included a learning map 

detailing a hierarchical prerequisite skill graph and student 

responses to questions developed specifically to assess the 

concepts and skills represented in the map. Each question aligned 

to one skill in the map, and each skill had one or more 

prerequisite skills. Our research goal was to seek improvements to 

the knowledge representation in the map using an iterative 

process. We applied a greedy iterative search algorithm to 

simplify the learning map by merging nodes together. Each 

successive merge resulted in a model with one skill less than the 

previous model. We share the results of the revised model, its 

reliability and reproducibility, and discuss the face validity of the 

most significant merges. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cognitive models are used to represent how one’s knowledge 

may be organized. As such, they contain descriptions of 

component pieces of knowledge and connections among the 

components to indicate how understanding develops in a specified 

domain [4]. Different authors have described various cognitive 

models, including learning maps [5], learning trajectories [2], and 

learning hierarchies [3]. Learning maps use linear sequences of 

learning goals and are useful for instructional planning [5]. A 

learning trajectory includes a learning goal, a developmental 

progression defining the levels of thinking students pass through 

as they work toward the defined goal, and a set of learning 

activities or experiences that assist students in reaching the 

defined goal [2]. Learning hierarchies model prerequisite 

knowledge components in hierarchies, allowing multiple 

pathways to extend from one prerequisite skill to multiple 

learning goals [3].  

In the present study we examine a small section of the 

learning map and investigate the effects of permuting the topology 

of the hierarchy. Skills and concepts are represented by latent 

nodes in the learning map. Directed edges represent the 

prerequisite relationship among latent nodes and also represent 

the relationship between those nodes and their associated test 

items. We present a simple method for improving the predictive 

power of the learning map by combining latent nodes. 

This work connects with literature on searching for better 

fitting cognitive models. Several non-hierarchical cognitive 

models have been developed to represent the relationship between 

knowledge components (KCs) in the form of prerequisite skill 

maps. These cognitive models have been developed to help 

intelligent tutors, as well as experts, determine student mastery of 

KCs. A number of technical approaches have been developed to 

evaluate cognitive models developed by domain experts. One 

approach is Learning Factors Analysis (LFA), developed by Cen, 

Koedinger and Junker [1] to help the Educational Data Mining 

(EDM) community evaluate different cognitive models. LFA 

incorporates a statistical model, item difficulty and a 

combinatorial search to select the model. Our work is different 

from the flat Item Response Theory (IRT) models presented in [9] 

in that IRT does not deal in any way with hierarchical 

relationships between knowledge components. 

In this work we follow the process described by Cen, 

Koedinger and Junker [1]. This technique can be used to analyze 

hypothesized learning maps and consider whether small 

improvements to the model result in a better fit to the data. In this 

method two different approaches were studied to determine the 

best skill map from an initial graph. Cen, Koedinger, and Junker 

suggested three types of operations, i.e., merges, splits, and adds 

[1]. However, in this study, we used only merge operations given 

the already highly granular quality of our initial, subject matter 

expert derived learning map. 

2. Initial Learning Map 
This study examined a section of the learning map containing 

15 concepts and skills related to understanding integers. The map 

was developed using mathematics educational literature 

describing how students learn to understand and operate with 

integers. The set of integers includes the whole numbers and their 

opposites, presenting many students their first exposure to 

negative numbers [6].  

The data for this study was gathered from responses of 2,846 

students to 25 test items aligned to 15 skills. All of the test items 

were multiple choice questions, with four answer options per 

question. Each skill was assessed by one or more items. As part of 

the test development process, subject matter experts confirmed the 

alignment of each item to its associated skill, meaning that the 

item was judged by experts to evoke the intended skill. 

Furthermore, due to the hierarchical structure of the learning map, 
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items associated with skills lower in the learning map were 

assumed to be more difficult, i.e., require more skills, than items 

associated with skills higher in the learning map. 

3. Experiment 
In all of the experiments our sole manipulation of the map 

was to merge latent nodes. A merge operation occurred when two 

skills adjacent to each other in the map were combined into one 

skill. Items from both skills that were merged were reattached to 

the new single skill. The prerequisites of the constituent skills 

became prerequisites of the merged skill and the same applied to 

the post-requisites.  

To evaluate the models, we used per student per item cross 

validation with 5 student folds and 3 item folds. Our student and 

item folds were chosen randomly for the evaluation; however each 

item fold consisted of the same random partition of items. More 

details about how the cross-validation was done as well as other 

details on the algorithms used in this experiment can be found in 

the technical document [8]. We used the Root Mean Squared 

Error (RMSE) of the predictions to evaluate the results of the 

experiment. A lower RMSE means the model is performing with a 

higher accuracy. 

Figure 1 shows a graph of the results from the iterative 

search. The search started at iteration 1, which was the initial skill 

map consisting of 15 skills before any merges were applied to it. 

The search ended at iteration 15, which is a graph consisting of 

just one skill with all the items attached to that one skill. The best 

models from each iteration are shown in Figure 1. We used 

RMSE to choose the best model at each iteration and to guide our 

search. As the number of iterations increases, the number of skills 

decreases since skills are merged. 

Performance of the Number of Skills 

 
Figure 1: Performance for each number of skills.  Each merge 

operation reduces the number of skill by 1.  After iteration 1, 

there are a total of 15 skills.  After iteration 15, there is only 

one skill   

The results show that the best RMSE obtained was from the 11-

skill map at iteration 4 with an RMSE of 0.372. This is slightly 

better than the original skill map with RMSE of 0.375. The 11-

skill map has a small but significant improvement (p <0.01) from 

the original skill map. The effect size was negligible (0.01). 

4. Contributions, Conclusions and Future 

Work 
The main contribution of this paper is the provision of a 

greedy algorithm that simplifies learning maps. We showed that 

this simplification is possible without losing the predictive powers 

of the learning map. Even though this simplification could be 

done by hand, this algorithm will be useful in situations where the 

learning map being simplified is large.  

This paper presents an initial experiment in this novel area of 

EDM. Instead of focusing all our attention on the flat IRT model, 

the community needs to pay a closer attention to and explore 

models that deal with hierarchical relationships between 

knowledge components. These studies and contributions thereof 

can assist domain experts to produce better fitting models which 

should impact student learning positively.  

Since merging skills increased accuracy, these results suggest 

that the original skill map was too fine-grained (given the number 

of questions per skill and the number of students who took the 

test.). In some cases the test items did not adequately distinguish 

between the skills that were merged; hence such skills were 

merged. The results of algorithms like this can help the content 

experts who are creating skill maps and test items to either 

reconsider thinking of two skills as separate, or prompt them to 

write different test items to better distinguish between students 

that have mastered one of the skills but not the other skill. As 

future work, we intend to examine the other operations of the LFA 

method for refining learning maps. These include splits and adds, 

which were described earlier. 
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